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Abstract

This note contains preliminary CALICE results for the use ofmembers of the
CALICE collaboration. Test beam of the ScECAL prototype wasperformed in
the period of October 2008 [1] and in May 2009 at FNAL test beamfacility. The
structure of ScECAL, the test beam setup and the preliminaryresults for the 2008
test beam are already reported as a CALICE analysis note [1].This note describes
the preliminary results using the data of the 2009 test beam,with the addition of
benefiting from correcting the temperature dependence of ScECAL. A temperature
correction was inferred and evaluated the detector performance after applying this
correction. With this temperature correction, the deviation of ScECAL response
from a linear behavior is improved from greater than±10% to less than±1.5%.

1 Temperature measurement

One of the differences between the two test beam in May 2009 and September 2008
is a working monitoring system for the temperature. In September 2008, the tempera-
ture data could not recorded properly due to a problem with the temperature sensor.On
September 2009 data taking, even if an air conditioner was used to keep the temperature
of the experimental hall as constant as possible, due to malfunction in an air conditioner
system a temperature shift was observed in the early few daysof test beam as shown in
the Figure 1. After repairing the air conditioner the average calorimeter temperature de-
creases from 27◦C to 22◦C. A clear change of temperature is seen on May6th indicated
by the blue line in Figure 1, the observed temperature variation is about 5◦C over the
full data acquisition period. The average temperature measured inside the calorimeter
during the data taking, for electron and muon runs is displayed in Figure 2. It can be
noticed that the temperature was high for some energy runs which were taken in the
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earlier part of the test beam period. Due to this temperaturevariation a procedure was
developed to correct for the temperature effect. It uses muon runs taken at different tem-
peratures. The muon runs are indicated with open circles in Figure 2 while the electron
runs are represented as solid circles.

Figure 1: Temperature as a function of time during the whole period of the 2009 test
beam.

Figure 2: The temperature of ScECAL system as a function of the run number. The
solid (open) circles indicate data taking runs with electron (muon) beams. The blue line
indicates the repair of the air conditioning system on6th May.
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2 MIP calibration

The purpose of the calibration is to establish a relation between the strip signals and
the energy of the particle to be measured. To start with, the individual strip response
was calibrated using the Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) signals given by a 32 GeV
muon beam. Therefore the measured energy is expressed in MIPequivalent units. The
factor to convert from ADC counts in a strip identified by(l,s) in the geometrical matrix
defining the detector is called the MIP conversion factor,CMIP

ls . To determine the factor
for each strip, only MIP events giving more than ten hits in the prototype and with the
same transversal hit position (x-y) in odd or even layers, are used. The conversion
factor for each channel is obtained from the most probable value (MPV) of the charge
distribution of muon events, in ADC counts, after pedestal correction. This MPV is
measured by fitting the charge distribution with a Landau function convoluted with the
Gaussian function.

f(x; A, m, ω, σ) =

∫

∞

−∞

landau(x − y; A, m, ω)Gauss(y; σ)dy, (1)

wherelandau(x−y; A, m, ω) is the Landau function with normalization factor A, most
probable value m, and widthω, andGauss(y; σ) is a normalized Gaussian with mean 0
and widthσ.
The average value of the ADC counts to MIP conversion factor over 2160 channels of
the ScECAL is 176.0 ADC counts/MIP as shown in the Figure 3.

Figure 3: Distribution of the MIP conversion factor for the 2160 channels of the ScE-
CAL.
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3 Temperature dependence of the MIP conversion fac-
tor

The MPPC breakdown voltage and gain vary with the temperature, as is typical for
semiconductor devices [2]. This means that the MIP conversion factor also changes
with temperature. The overall effect of temperature variation on each channel was in-
vestigated in May 2009. During the test beam a total of 6 MIP runs were taken at
different temperatures ranging from 19◦C to 27◦C. The temperature dependence of the
response to muon is given by the variation of the MIP conversion factorsCMIP

ls (T ) with
the temperature. TheCMIP

ls (T ) conversion factors are determined through the proce-
dure explained in the previous section for each muon run. As the runs were taken at
different temperatures, the variation of the MIP conversion factors with the temperature
can be plotted as in Figure 4(a), for each ScECAL channel. TheTemperature variation
is linear and described therefore with two parameters, the slope dCMIP

ls /dT and the
value at 0◦C CMIP

ls (T0). The distribution of the slopedCMIP
ls /dT , measured for each

ScECAL channel is shown in Figure 4(b).

Figure 4: (a) Temperature dependence of the MIP calibrationconstant for a typical
ScECAL channel (b) Distribution of the slope factor for all the ScECAL channels.

The Figure 4(a) shows thatCMIP
ls can be accurately inferred for a given temperature

after measuring its linear variation with the temperature.Except three noisy channels,
all MPPC’sCMIP

ls (T ) were succeeded to be determined.
Each hit in an event can be expressed in MIPs after dividing its charge expressed in
ADC counts to the conversion factorCMIP

ls (T ) at the same temperature. We call this
procedure the temperature correction for the MIP conversion factor. The temperature
correction is used in the reconstruction of the data to account for the temperature depen-
dencies of data acquisition runs.
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4 Energy spectra

During the 2009 test beam, data were taken for nine differentelectron beam momenta:
1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 15, 20, 30, 32 GeV/c. The incident beam position was set to the central
region of the calorimeter and the 10 cm× 10 cm triggered was used. The response of
each in ADC counts, after subtraction of the mean value of thepedestal, is corrected
for the saturation and converted in MIPs using the MIP conversion factor obtained in
the previous section. The measured energy in MIP units is obtained by summing the
calibrated response over all ScECAL strips:

Etotal =
30

∑

l=1

72
∑

s=1

E ′

ls

CMIP
ls (Te)

, (2)

Here l ands are the layer and strip indices,E ′

ls is the measured energy corrected for
MPPC saturation, andCMIP

ls (T ) is the MIP conversion factor corrected asT degree,Te

is the temperature of the detector whenE ′

ls is measured. The distribution ofEtotal in a
run is an energy spectrum of corresponding beam momentum of arun. The corrected
measured energy,E ′

ls is obtained as following the CALICE note [1],

E ′

ls = −npixRADC−photon,ls log
(

1 −
NADC,ls/RADC−photon,ls

npix

)

, (3)

wherenpix is the effective number of pixels andRADC−photon,ls is the ratio of ADC
counts to the number of detected photons for each strip, andNADC,ls is the number of
ADC counts as the response of each strip.

The ScECAL spectra of deposited energy for different beam momenta after using
the averageCMIP

ls (T ) with respect to the temperature change are shown in Figure 5.The
line in blue colour shows the energy distribution before temperature correction and the
red colour shows the energy spectrum after temperature correction. As described in the
above section, there was problem with a cooling system of theexperimental hall, which
caused the 12 GeV, 15 GeV, and 20 GeV runs to be taken at higher temperature 27.0◦C
compared to the later ones. After applying the temperature correction, the peak value
of Gaussian distribution shifted by up to 12% to higher values for these three momenta
points. Although electron events are taken withC̆erenkov counters trigger, the electron
data are still contaminated by pion and muon events. We followed the same selection
criteria for the purification of electron events as explained in the CALICE note [1] and
using the temperature correction as described above to obtain the linearity and energy
resolution which is shown in the next section.

The feasibility of the energy measurement is clearly shown by the Gaussian-shaped
spectra. Detailed analyses to evaluate energy resolution and the linearity of the response
are currently underway.
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Figure 5: The ScECAL response distribution for electron beams with momenta in the
2∼32 GeV range, with (red) and without (blue) temperature corrections.

5 The Linearity and Resolution of energy respone

From the measured energy spectra of the electron beams, linearity and resolution of the
electron energy measurement are evaluated using the weighted average method [1]. The
data are calibrated in MIP units and corrected for temperature effects. Figure 6 (left)
shows the deposited energy in the ScECAL as a function of the beam momentum. Blue
dots show the results without temperature correction and red dots show the results with
temperature corrrection.As a preliminary result, we have obtained that the linearity of
the energy measurement is less than 1.5% in term of deviationfrom the perfectly linear
response as shown in Figure 6 (right). The linearity response of ScECAL prototype
improved after using the temperature correction. These results are estimated without
any systematic uncertainty, however we expect the linearity to further improve after on-
going, more detailed analysis implementing more precise (temperature change, MPPC
response curve) is concluded.

The Energy resolution is obtained using the relation :

σ

m
= σconstant ⊕ σstochastic

1√
Ebeam

, (4)

whereEbeam is the electron momenta in GeV/c, σ andm are the standard deviation
and mean value of the fitted Gaussian function in the range including 90% of the func-
tion area, i.e.±1.65σ respectively,σconstant andσstochastic are the fitting parameters of
this function. The resolution of the ScECAL prototype for different beam momenta is
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Figure 6: Linearity of the ScECAL response with the beam energy (left) and deviation
of the ScECAL response from linearity as a function of the beam momentum (right).

shown in Figure 7. The blue dots show the resolution before applying the temperature
correction and the red dots show the energy resolution afterapplying the temperature
correction. After fitting the measured energy resolution according to the equation (4),
the obtained stochastic and constant terms are given in the table 1. The uncertainties are
statistical only in the Table 1.

Table 1: The constant and stochastic terms of the energy resolution parameterization
Energy resolution (%)

σconstant 2.41± 0.01
σstochastic 13.13± 0.03

Although more detailed analyses are underway, it can already be concluded from
these preliminary results the feasibility of the ScECAL as aprototype for a fine granular
calorimeter.
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Figure 7: Energy resolution of the ScECAL response.

6 Comparison of MIP GeV conversion factor between
2008 and 2009

We discuss difference of the slope of linear relation of the deposit energy as the number
of MIPs to the incident beam momentum between 2008 and 2009. For 2008 data taking,
it is 145.3 MIP/GeV [1], while it is 127.6 MIP/GeV for 2009 data taking as in Figure
6. We can expect two dominant contributions on this difference. One comes from
the temperature difference between electron data taking and muon data taking in 2008,
because MIP conversion factor for each strip was obtained asan average on several runs
with different temperatures in 2008 analysis. The other comes from the uncertainties of
MIP conversion factors.

When we use the averaged MIP conversion factors as the same condition as 2008
data taking instead of the MIP conversion factors correctedwith the temperature at each
event of electron runs, difference of the obtained energy sum, ∆Etotal, between the
method of 2008 and the method of 2009 is ;

∆Etotal =
30

∑

l=1

72
∑

s=1

( E ′

ls

CMIP
ls

−
E ′

ls

CMIP
ls (Te)

)

∼
30

∑

l=1

72
∑

s=1

E ′

ls

CMIP
ls (Te)2

∂CMIP
ls (T )

∂T
(TMIP−Te),

(4)
whereCMIP

ls is averaged MIP conversion factor on several runs with different temper-
atures for each strip(l, s), CMIP

ls (Te) is the corrected MIP conversion factor with the
temperature,Te, of hit on the strip(l, s) andTMIP is the averaged temperature during
MIP data taking. From equation 4, difference of the slopes ofdetector response between
2008 and 2009 is estimated as;

p2008 − p2009 ∼ −
p2009

CMIP(TMIP)

[∂CMIP
ls (T )

∂T

]

mean
(TMIP − Te), (5)
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wherep2008 andp2009 are slopes of detector response for 2008 and 2009 respectively,
CMIP(T ) is mean of MIP conversion factor of whole of channels at temperatureT , Te is
the averaged temperature through the electron data taking in 2008, and[∂CMIP

ls (T )/∂T ]mean

is mean of∂CMIP
ls (T )/∂T of whole of channels. Usingp2008 = 145.3 MIP/GeV,p2009 =

127.6 MIP/GeV,CMIP(TMIP) = 158.7 ADC/MIP from [1], and[∂CMIP
ls (T )/∂T ]mean =

−5.12 ADC/MIP/K from Figure 3(b),TMIP − Te is estimated as 4.3◦C.
This estimation is done with assumption that our detector response is kept the same

during 2008 and 2009. This means that if we succeed to confirm this 4.3◦C of temper-
ature difference is reasonable by using other ways for example using LED calibration
events or HCAL temperature information in 2008, we succeed to confirm that our de-
tector response is stable during 2008 and 2009. This is one ofthe our next steps.

7 Summary

The prototype of SCECAL was built and tested together with the AHCAL and TCMT
system usinge

−

, π
−

andµ
−

beams. In energy range of 2 to 32 GeV, we obtained a set of
clean electron energy spectra on the ScECAL. We achieved a significant improvement
of linearity after the calorimeter gain corrected for the temperature variations. Although
the entire datasets are still extensively being analyzed, the preliminary results demon-
strate the basic concept of the proposed ScECAL design.
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